this renewal of interest in obscenity, and related questions, in French culture of this period, as they are encountered not only in literary history but also in the history of medicine, the history of art, travel writing, and so on (for the obscene is no respecter of disciplinary boundaries).
Two books published in quick succession, Joan DeJean's The Reinvention of Obscenity (2002) and Jean-Christophe Abramovici's Obscénité et classicisme (2003) , explored the link between obscenity and seventeenth-century writing in French, not least by Molière, while Michel Jeanneret's É ros rebelle (2003) engaged with many of the same materials and questions. 5 These books in turn helped inspire a number of edited collections that addressed the surprising lack of similarly substantial works on the issue as played out in the Renaissance (with neo-Latin writings, studied in É ros et Priapus (1997) , being an exception): Obscenity (2010) and Obscénités renaissantes (2011), both produced by members of an interdisciplinary research network; and Licences et censures poétiques (2009), on pornographic and/or erotic poetry of the period, whose Introduction, by Cécile Alduy, constitutes a very helpful état présent on work on Renaissance pornography. 6 Naturally, other recent works also engage with the notion of obscenity in sixteenth-century France, even if it is not their primary focus: important examples include Katherine Crawford, The Sexual Culture of the French Renaissance (2010), Gary Ferguson, Queer (Re)Readings in the French Renaissance (2008), and, on scatology in early modern Europe but with many French examples, the essays published in Fecal Matters (2004). 7 These works in turn are testimony to a general renewal of intellectual and public interest in such questions in French cultural history through the centuries, seen not least in the spectacular success of the Bibliothèque nationale de France's exhibition in 2007 -08 of works previously consigned to its 'Enfer', É ros au secret.
8
All work on obscenity during this period is faced with the twin difficulties of definition and the risk of anachronism when dealing with the terms obscène and obscénité, which entered the French language very gradually. Nevertheless, the terms obscenitas and obscenus were in widespread use in neo-Latin, and their vernacular equivalents do occur in late sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century French texts, notably in medical discussions of contemporary taboo areas of female sexuality, as well as in emblem books and in the works of the outraged censor of libertine poets and thinkers, the Jesuit François Garasse. 9 Molière stages the most famous early modern occurrence of the term in the Critique de l'É cole des femmes (1663), in which É lise exclaims, in response to Climène's comment that Agnès's infamous le has 'une obscénité qui n'est pas supportable': 'Ah! mon Dieu! obscénité. Je ne sais ce que ce mot veut dire; mais je le trouve le plus joli du monde' (scene 3).
10 The ludicrousness of the Latinate neologism helps confirm the ludicrousness of the prude Climène. As late as 1680, Richelet notes that 'Obscenité [. . .] non plus qu'obscene n'est pas généralement reçu. Il signifie paroles sales, ordures'; 11 while Furetière, who defines 'obscène' as 'Impudique, lascif, deshonneste, soit en paroles, soit en actions, ou en representations', shows the extent to which Molière had become associated with the noun: 'Moliere dans sa Critique s'est bien purgé des reproches qu'on luy faisoit d'avoir dit des obscenitez.'
12
Yet the notion of obscenity can and does exist, so to speak, even in the absence of the word itself. As the seventeenth-century definitions cited above indicate, obscenity is always linked to other normative values, which are themselves historically and socially contingent. In other words, obscenity is not fixed, nor is any given content innately obscene; rather, obscenity is above all a question of reception. This reception can take different forms, including, as Jeanice Brooks argues, 'corporeal responses, creating a somatic circularity that profoundly disturbs the boundaries between represention and action', such as the defacement of obscene imagery or tales of women ejaculating their 'seed' at the sight of a painting of a male nude. 13 It follows that, as Bette Talvacchia contends, 'the intentionality of the maker may well fall apart in the process of reception'; this is perhaps true of all works of art, but it is especially important in terms of obscenity and pornography, which do not exist outside of 'the discourse that identifies [them]', which is often a 'stigma' or, in Abramovici's terms, a 'marque de réprobation'. 14 To judge a work to be obscene is therefore to exercise authority, often supposedly to protect others, especially women, for, as Patricia Simons maintains, 'in early modern culture, obscenity was often construed in relation to the representation of women as impressionable and vulnerable, as too easily moved to lust, and as requiring intervention in order to remain chaste'. 15 Obscenity can therefore be called into being by invoking women or soliciting reactions from them, be they of scandal or pleasure: Brantôme's memoirs of the Valois court, the Dames galantes, provide countless examples made all the more titillating by the high social status of the 'dames' involved. 16 It is therefore no coincidence that one of the main ways in which obscenity emerged in early modern literature was through works by male authors impersonating sexually experienced women educating innocent younger ones. Key examples include L'É cole des filles; ou, La philosophie des dames (1655) and Nicolas Chorier's Satyra Sotadica de arcanis Amoris et Veneris (1658), both of which take inspiration from Aretino's Ragionamenti (1534), and which probably did more than any other works to cement France's reputation as a hotbed of obscenity. These books have rightly received considerable attention, above all in James Grantham Turner's Schooling Sex (2003) and also in Jean Mainil's Dans les règles du plaisir (1993), as well as in major sections of works by DeJean and Jeanneret mentioned above, which naturally consider them alongside the scandal surrounding L'É cole des femmes.
17
The gendered nature of obscenity is also apparent in late sixteenth-century controversies provoked by medical works printed in the vernacular that deal with contemporary taboos surrounding female sexuality; for example, Laurent Joubert's Erreurs populaires (1578) addresses such issues as how to verify whether a woman was a virgin or not, leading the publisher, Simon Millanges, to signal that his author had been obliged to use terms 'qui semblent estre un peu obscenes', and to mark with asterisks passages best avoided by unmarried women. 18 Similarly, the rediscovery of the clitoris by Renaissance anatomical science gave rise to the concern that this body part was 'fort obscene', as the royal surgeon Ambroise Paré states in his collected works of 1579, doubtless because it was linked to pleasure rather than to reproduction.
19
The above examples from the late sixteenth century help nuance the argument, powerfully expressed by Joan DeJean, that the 'reinvention' of obscenity was both a modern and a literary phenomenon, beginning with the trial of Théophile de Viau in 1623 -25, and culminating in the querelle de l'É cole des femmes. 20 Théophile's trial, and the collections of obscene poetry known as the recueils satyriques that in part provoked it, did indeed have a major influence in reshaping French literary and linguistic standards. 21 One of the earliest and most marked indications of such a shift is seen in Charles Sorel's Francion, first published in 1623 but heavily self-censored in the second edition of 1626. 22 Nevertheless, even if only literary obscenity is considered, the reinvention of obscenity would seem to have occurred much earlier than this, not least given that Ronsard's anonymous Livret de folastries (1553) was condemned to the flames by the Parlement de Paris owing to its being 'plein de turpitudes lascives contenant plusieurs indignités contre les bonnes moeurs'. 23 This condemnation may betray changing tastes as much as moral outrage: François Cornilliart argues that the kind of gauloiserie allowed to the previous generation, including above all Clément Marot, was no longer acceptable when the members of the Pléiade sought ever greater dignity for poetry, although the Folastries may themselves be part of a paradoxical attempt to demonstrate the mastery of the author of the recently published Amours by his subverting a norm he had helped create. 24 In addition, Lynn Hunt also maintains that what she terms the invention of pornography was essentially a modern one, with early modern pornography being 'a vehicle for using the shock of sex to criticize religious and political authorities'. 25 However, numerous examples ranging from the Folastries themselves via the Blasons anatomiques du corps féminin (1539 -68), which include a remarkable 'close-up' to illustrate the 'Blason du con', to a very rare collection of early seventeenth-century pornographic prints included in the É ros au secret exhibition suggest that the supposed modernity of pornography should not be overstated. 26 The question of literary or indeed other types of obscenity in Renaissance France is complicated by the lack of scandals or trials, with some notable exceptions mentioned above, which would give more or less clear-cut indications of standards being set, even if only temporarily. Hence, for example, while Gilles Corrozet expressed outrage at the Blasons anatomiques, other contemporaries clearly relished them. Whether Rabelais was deemed an obscene author is unclear: in a letter of October 1533, Calvin mentions Pantagruel alongside the Sylva cunnorum as examples of obscene works that had been condemned, albeit by a minor figure, Nicolas Leclerc, who was not taken very seriously. 27 In 1544 the theology faculty of Paris placed Gargantua and Pantragruel among its Catalogue des livres censurez. Yet it seems probable that the censors were more exercised by perceived heterodoxy than by obscenity. Current scholarship on Rabelais takes radically different views on the topic, as Ariane Bayle has shown in a recent account of the critical literature. 28 While it would plainly be wrong to think that the issue of obscenity did not pertain at all at the time, it was doubtless secondary to more overtly religious questions. Indeed, religious polemic itself provided a setting for scatology and obscenity, as Jeff Persels and Lise Wajeman have shown. 29 Here, the obscenity of the 'other', be they Catholic or Protestant, legitimized the obscenity of the portrayal. Travel writing, by virtue of engaging with different sexual customs, is another important context in which discussions of obscenity emerge. 30 The other can also be demonic, as seen in extraordinarily lurid descriptions of black sabbaths. 31 In short, certain subjects and contexts allow for obscenity: the lewd poetry that circulated about Henri III and his mignons, which Pierre de L'Estoile collected in his Registre-Journal for 1583, despite noting that it was full of vilanies and doubtless deserved the flames like its authors, indicates that what was deemed obscene behaviour by the king was thought to warrant an obscene response.
32
Such satirical uses of obscenity for religious and political purposes point to the possibility, as recognized by much recent scholarship on the topic, that in certain contexts in early modern France obscenity was not only justified but actively encouraged and valued. This is perhaps most obviously the case in neo-Latin writing, which drew on the extensive tradition of Roman obscenity, as well as being, by its very nature, somewhat more restricted to an elite made up mostly of men, thereby allowing for greater licence; indeed, a decree of the Council of Trent published in 1563 permitted obscene works by ancient authors, given their elegance of style, provided they were not shown to children. 33 Hence, for example, as Philip Ford has shown, neo-Latin poets invoked Catullus and Martial to maintain that comic, epigrammatic works should not be sine mentula [lacking balls], and their works do indeed engage with more overt sexual vocabulary than that of their contemporaries, such as Clément Marot, writing in the vernacular. 34 As Dominique Brancher has demonstrated, Montaigne's chapter 'Sur des vers de Virgile' (Essais, III, 5) is part of a long tradition of writing about obscenity in Latin. 35 Rhetoric in the epideictic genre of praise and especially of blame also gave licence for abusive language, not least in the Republic of Letters. 36 French comic writing and farce provided other major contexts in which obscenity was practically a requirement. 37 Yet even in works that are notable for great licence, such as Béroalde de Verville's Le Moyen de parvenir (c. 1616), authors can signal that they are entering potentially difficult territory by apologizing for obscene content in various ways. 38 Sometimes the signal is itself part of the joke. For example, in his Controverses des sexes masculin et feminin (1534) Gracien Du Pont lists 442 jests playing on 'ce deshonneste, villain et de tresperverse mot, Con'. 39 Pasquet, but doubtless by Tabourot himself, which contains playful apologies for the 'lascivitez' contained within, which will apparently disgust the youth and thereby encourage them to 'mettre le nez aux bons livres'. 40 Even in late seventeenth-century writing, obscenity could be packaged with suitable wit so as to 'envelopper les ordures' and present them in a way that would be acceptable even for the purposes of galanterie.
41 As Joseph Harris puts it: 'Perhaps all obscenity [. . .] implies the same double perspective: the interplay of an official response of offence or moral outrage and a second, officially repudiated, perspective which actively welcomes and relishes the obscenity.' 42 This does not, however, imply that obscenity was harmless in early modern France: far from it, as the trial of Théophile and the execution of Claude Le Petit in the middle of the seventeenth century make abundantly clear. In so far as obscenity was tied to free-thinking, broadly referred to as libertinage, it could without doubt be extremely dangerous. Jean-Pierre Cavaillé's extensive review of recent work on libertinage is very informative on these questions. 43 What recent work on obscenity in sixteenth-and seventeenth-century France has shown, then, is that, far from being one thing, obscenity was a set of dynamic processes involving differing reactions in different times, places, and contexts, making it a particularly suitable topic for interdisciplinary enquiry. There are doubtless many areas that would be especially fertile for future study, including social and legal history. Our understanding of the past can only be enhanced by engaging with materials once deemed obscene. There is, of course, a risk that in so doing we lose a sense of their original danger and excitement -in short, of their obscenity. It is perhaps enough to consult Panurge's treatment of the 'haulte dame de Paris' in Chapters 21 and 22 of Pantagruel, or the recueils satyriques' violent misogyny or occasional eulogies of paedophilia, to be reminded that the power to shock is not the sole preserve of modern works. At the same time, other, doubtless wittier and more joyful expressions of the obscene from early modern France can perhaps prompt us to consider that the advantage is not necessarily in our time. 40 
